What’s New & Exciting with
Pathevo® STEM 2.0
New & Exciting in 2.0

- An “Educator Dashboard” for program administrators to manage their users
- Educators can track user’s decision data over time, to support longitudinal studies
- Educators can network, collaborate with users, and other advisors and counselors
- Educators can contribute content to the Pathevo system, and control access to such
New & Exciting in 2.0

- Pathevo®-STEM 2.0 is plan-centric
- Generates and manages pathways between a starting academic point and a desired end point
- Provides an interactive forum for students and advisors to collaborate, reviewing pathways
- Enables students to perform “Gap Analyses”, presenting their shortcomings, and proposing pathway options that might get them to the next milestone
New & Exciting in 2.0

- Provides ability for SG students to be notified about matching internships
- Students are able to rank and share internship experiences across the US and the world
- One-stop shop for SG students to view info on research activities, locations and internship opportunities across the NASA network
- Modern interface, enables discussion threads, content rating, smart tagging; automatically adjusts to users (H.S., College, Grad students)
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